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Regional KWVA Meeting
On April 13th, our chapter hosted a regional gettogether of Maryland and Virginia KWVA chapters
at the American Legion Post 211 in Funkstown. Five
chapters were represented and approximately 55 –
60 folks attended the gathering, including wives of
some KWVA members. It was a great time of fellowship. Old friends were reacquainted and new
friendship were made.
After a very nice lunch provided by the Legion, several people spoke to the group. The featured guest
was Mr. George Owings, the Maryland Secretary of
Veterans Affairs, who applauded the fact that our
aging membership could – and does – socialize
with one another. The Secretary also brought the
best wishes of the Governor and apologizes from
First lady Yumi Hogan, who had been invited to the
event. Secretary Owings also announce a special
project being initiated by Chapter 33 to bury a time
capsule at the Maryland Korean War Memorial in
Baltimore. Later in the session, Past Commander of
Chapter 33 Leroy Thornton explained the details of
the project.

Wall of Remembrance. COL Weber said that we are
close, but the effort needs a final push. For those
of us who have heard COL Weber speak before,
you know that his enthusiasm and appeal can really
fire up an audience.
The session concluded with some remarks from
Fred Lash, the KWVA Director of Communications. Mr. Lash addressed the need to seek new
members - specifically Korean Service Veterans –
and spoke to several KWVA events as well as a new
book (called Leatherneck) which was about an action during the war.
All said and done, the gathering went well. I think
our chapter made a good impression with our hospitality, lunch, the program as well as the newsletter
display and the chapter books our Historian put
together. Thanks to Charles and Clayton. Thanks
also to all the others who helped setting up and
participating to make this a great event.
Les Bishop, Past Commander

After Secretary Owings’ remarks, Lew Ewings, the
national KWVA Secretary, announced various
events and things happening at the national KWVA
level. These occurrences included an invitation to
participate in this year’s Memorial Day Parade in
Washington, D.C., scholarship programs being offered by separate Korean foundations and he encouraged all to vote in the current election for national officers.
COL Bill Weber was next up and he fired up the
gathering with very passionate pleas for two projects his foundation has initiated. The first project
is a plan to read the names of all the known
KATUSAs who died supporting US troops in the Korean War. COL Weber needs help from people
who will read these names at the June 25th ceremony at the Korean War Memorial on the Mall. The
second plea was for members to help promote the
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The North Korea Game
As shown in previous articles in this publication,
news of North Korea’s nuclear weapons program is
hard to come by and changes frequently. Since
the tests were underground, direct evidence was
scarce relying on seismic wave signals to determine the nature of the four blasts completed in the
last 10 years.
In just over a month the North has published news
feeds, color pictures, and broadcasts to disseminate information about their overall attempt to
build an ICBM. The reason for all this information
is that Kim wants to convince the world, his own
people and especially the coming rare Communist
Party Congress, of the country’s nuclear prowess.
They have shot off numerous rockets over the
years showing their capability including putting an
unstable object in orbit.
Recently, they have
shown the ground testing of their ‘newly developed’ rocket engine (pictured) which experts say is
two Russian R-27 rockets bound together. The color of the exhaust flames and smoke (not shown)
indicate that the fuel was not the standard DPRK
kerosene/oxygen but asymmetrical dimethyl hydrazine [a solid] which would provide significantly
greater lift than kerosene. Experts examining the
new data now suggest a “throw distance” far
enough to hit the US east coast.
It’s important for them that they not only have
these capabilities but to make us believe they have
them. All these machinations are a part of a drive
to establish that the DPRK will have an ICBM that
can hit the US mainland. Actually, it seems that the
engine tests were real after all. So they are on
their way to an ICBM but they need a tested warhead. They have done this by putting the warhead
under the exhaust of another rocket engine. The
warhead was charred but survived. Pictures are
shown at the bottom of page 7.
Left: Close-up of North Korea’s recent test of their new
[modified] rocket engine. The exhaust clearly shows the double plumes from the coupling of two Russian designed R-27s.
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Khan and collaborators then created a multinational,
business [the Khan Network] that provided an entire
range of nuclear technologies to any willing buyer. This
material is known to have been sold to Libya, Iran, and
North Korea. North Korea used to sent 2 planes a
month to Dr Khan’s lab to exchange rocket information
for parts such as centrifuges to efficiently enrich Uranium 235. This started in about 2002. Dr Khan relied heavily on his Dutch lists of some 100 companies that supplied parts and materials for the Kahuta site. Khan said
that “they literally begged us to buy their equipment”.
Simply put, he turned his suppliers into a network of
exporters which made him very rich. So at this point
we really can’t say how many countries have nuclear
weapons, it can no longer
be restricted to the current
few. To this day it is unclear whether the Khan
network he created has
been broken up, as President Bush has suggested,
whether it is merely hibernating, or whether it
may re-emerge in another form. Nor is it clear
that the full roster of the
network’s clients, some
A. Q. Khan
of which were in the middle east, or precisely what
they obtained, will ever be known.

A. Q. Khan and the Nuclear Black Market
Abdul Qadeer Khan is a metallurgist of the first rank.
A brilliant man, he is responsible for the construction
of the Pakastani nuclear weapon and is famous in that
country as the ‘Father of the Atomic Bomb’.
Dr Khan was born in 1936 [now age 90] in Bhopal,
India. He immigrated with his family to Pakistan in
1947. After studying at St. Anthony’s High School,
Khan, a Muslim, joined the D. J. Science College of
Karachi, where he took physics and mathematics.
Khan earned a B.Sc. degree in physical metallurgy at
the University of Karachi in 1960 and earned a PhD
from the Catholic University of Leuven in Belgium in
1972.
He had all these credentials but it took more than that
to produce Pakistan’s atomic bomb. It took sound
knowledge of atomic physics, engineering and management. He spent a long time (16 yrs) in the Netherlands where he “borrowed” the secret process for
enriching Uranium until it was bomb grade right under the noses of his generous hosts. That year he
worked for a Dutch company called URENCO [Urban
Enrichment Co] one of western Europe’s most important nuclear facilities.
Great Britain, Germany, and the Netherlands formed
this consortium because they were uncertain that
they could get nuclear fuel for their civil electrical
power reactors [they were correct]. URENCO and
subsidiaries focused on the enrichment of Uranium
and the separation of U238 from U235 (the bomb material). This separation required tremendous effort by
using centrifuges running at 100,000 rpm and required hundreds of them serially to get enough product.

Where were all the Intelligence Agencies? The CIA
knew about some of this but intelligence of this kind
was hard to come by. The older spy satellite methods
used in the Cold War weren’t effective anymore because much of what was happening here took place in
North Korean constructed tunnels.

You have to start over with a different type of spy organization. One with operatives on the ground who speak
the language fluently with no accent and are very familiar with the customs of the region. This can be done
but it takes time; to learn to speak Korean fluently, for
example, at the Military Language Institute takes 3 63week sessions of total immersion study with no English
allowed at any time. This plus the time living in Korea
plus time learning the script and you’re talking about 6
years. Most American students would probably find
this rather unappealing.

These centrifuges were a challenge to build due to
the precision required and to the special steel alloys
that would hold up under the severe stress encountered. Khan worked in this area and was therefor
acquainted with the hundreds of contractors who
supplied parts for the machines. He was also a very
gregarious fellow and plied supervisors with many
gifts that allowed him to roam the facilities at will.
In 1972, Khan and family then left the Netherlands for
Pakistan. There he was in a good position with all the
necessary design drawings and hundreds of suppliers
of parts for the centrifuges. After he had set up Pakistan’s nuclear facility at Kahuta, he began installing
centrifuges with agents smuggling centrifuge parts
from various third party countries. He described the
role of such companies as Siemens, Union Carbide,
and others in building Kahuta and requisitioned relevant scientific papers from the US Dept of Commerce
Library with no trouble.

One could also recruit personnel born and raised in the
country in question but properly vetting them would be
a nightmare.
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Recently, the DPRK tested an Intermediate Range Ballistic
Missile in honor of the founder’s birthday and to impress
the upcoming Korean Communist World Congress. It did
neither since the rocket failed, an embarrassment of such
magnitude that Mr Kim is expected to detonate another
warhead to restore his prestige, probably on May 7 [going
out on a limb here].

Tell America in Brunswick
In response to a request from the Frederick KWVA
Chapter, Past Commander Les Bishop spent a full
day at Brunswick Middle School on April 15th talking about the Korean War. Every two years, the
Brunswick school spends an entire day learning
about different historical periods and events in
American history. The Frederick Chapter has participated in this program in previous years, but scheduling difficulties prevented their participation this
year so Les was asked to participate.

Regional Meeting Photo

The program at Brunswick was spectacular! Teachers and some students were dressed in period costumes. Re-enactors set up displays and encampments outside the school representing different
wars from the French and Indian War to Vietnam. Inside, during each class period, dozens of
speakers talked to the students about some specific
period or event. Les’ presentation to the students
followed the outline he has used for previous Tell Scholarships
America sessions at Hagerstown schools. All in all,
it turned out to be a very tiring but extremely The Scholarship Committee has received approximately 22 applications as of April 20 from the folworthwhile day.
- Les Bishop
lowing schools among others: Williamsport, South
Hagerstown, Clearspring, Highland View Academy,
Memorial Day Program
and Barbara Ingram.
The Joint Veteran’s Council will hold its annual Me- As expected, the accomplishments of these stumorial Day ceremonies at 9:00 AM on Monday May dents occupy a narrow range of grades and rank30. The location is Marty Snook Park at the Veter- ings. The job is to statistically expand the range to
an’s Memorial Garden where there will ample seat- make the selection process much easier.
ing for all. The weather will be warm but a 39%
chance of scattered showers are forecast for May 30
and 31.
Picture of the Month— Korea, 1951
The featured speaker will be COL Laura Marfat (Ret)
with the National Anthem being sung by Sara
Farmer. The Color Guard will be that of the JVC.
The activities at the Courthouse will begin at 1:30PM
with an address by Frank Coriden, USN (Ret). This
will be a busy day with activities in Boonsboro (Pat
Patterson), Smithsburg (Dr Bud Johns), the Courthouse (Harold Delauter), and a National KWVA parade in DC to last most of the day.

Treasurer Vacancy
The post of Treasurer has been vacant for many
months. We have contracted a CPA to do the number crunching but we need a person to collect fees,
write checks, and make deposits. This isn’t a particularly hard job so anyone nifty with numbers could
do the job very well. Think it over; we don’t want to
have too many jobs falling on one person.
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DPRK Warhead tests

A

C

B

A Nose cone placed under rocket motor.
B Rocket fired
C Charred Nose cone
but intact.
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